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ABSTRACT
A study ot the mineralogy of the Grassy Creek and
Saverton for.mations ot Northeast Missouri was undertaken
to

dete~ine

whether a division is justified, as proposed

by some stratigraphers,
two

fo~tions.

The

o~

these argillaceous beds into

fo~tions

were sampled systematically

at surface exposures on the northeast

l~b

or

the Lincoln

Arch in the vicinity ot Hanniba:l and Louisiana, Missouri.
The samples were investigated mineralogically in the
oratory.

lab~

Previous studies showed that the fossils of the

Grassy Creek and Saverton beds were virtually identical.
The present study demonstrates that the Grassy Creek and
Saverton beds are too near alike in mineral content and
depositional environment to justify separation into two
distinct

~or.mations.

The diastem responsible for con-

rounding stratigraphers into division of the beds into
two for.mations was recognized as a relatively ephemeral,
and in all probability local, feature.

Xt is here pro-

posed that the name Saverton for the upper beds be abandoned, and that the beds in their entirety be designated as
the Grassy Creek formation.
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INTRODUCTION
In Marion, Ralls, and Pike Counties, Missouri, beds
designated as the Grassy Creek formation, consisting almost entirely out of dark brown organic shale, are overlain by predominantly gray-green shales and siltstones
which have been designated as the Saverton formation.
Controversy has existed for some time regarding the des"
ignation of these upper beds as a separate formation.
The existence in surface exposures of a sudden transition
from dark brown, highly fissile shale to gray-green, nonfissile shale led Keyes to assign for.mational status to
the upper beds.

The fact that the beds contain virtually

identical fossils and have approximately the same areal
extent favors the earlier view that ell of the beds belong
to a single formation.
The writer was introduced to this problem by Dr.

o.

R. Grawe, and the work was carried out to assist Mr.

w.

R. Higgs, who is mapping these for.mations in the Silex

quadrangle under the direction of Dr. A.

c.

Spreng.

of these men accompanied the writer into the field,

~1
intro~

duced him to the stratigraphy, sho,ed him where the formetions are exposed, and suggested a sgmpling procedure
to be followed in a study of the mineralogy of the shrles.
The areas or outcrop of the Saverton, Grassy Creek
and equivalent formations in Missouri are shown in Figure
1.

Figure 2 shows the localities in Marion, Ralls, and

3

Pike Counties where the writer measured sections and

obtained samp1es ror

~neralogic

study.
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L

0

E

G E N 0

Ouf'cropos of Gr••coy Cruk ~nd s~vcrtcn
f'orm:a~ions <Jnd corr"cl~t i vc6.
Out-crop• prcsc.ntJ bu~ undeccribocd .

APPROXIMATE DISTRIBUTION
OF

GRASSY CREEK, SAVERTON, AND CORRELATIVE FORMATJONS
rN
MISSOURI

AND ADJACENT WESTERN ILLINOIS
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STRAT:IGRAPHY
ORIGIN OF NAMES

Unti~

1.91.3 the shal.es which 1mme41atel.y underl.ie the

Louisiana l.1mestone in Marion. Ra1l.s, and Pike Counties
were designated by the for.mational. name Grassy Creek.
In 1g13 Keyes (1913, pp. 160-1.64) gave the nwme Saverton
to the gray-green shal.e immediately below the Louisiana
l~estone

and restricted the term Grassy Creek to the dark

brown fissl.e shale bel.ow the gray-green material.
contact between the two is sharp.
to the high devel.opment

or

The

This is due partl.y
~n

fissil.ity

the l.ower beds

as compared to the more massive structure of the upper
ones, and partly to the col.or contrast from dark brown
below to gray-green above.

Since 1913, some writers have

fol.l.owed Keyes, restricting the ter.m Grassy Creek to the
l.ower

~issi1e

dark brown shale, whil.e others have continued

the earlier usage, ca1ling both the
shal.e and the overl.ying

so~t

~issil.e

dark brown

gray-green shale Grassy Creek.

To avoid confusion in the review of the work ot previous
investigators, the present writer wi11 aesignate the usage

or

the

~e

Grassy Creek inthe restricted sense by (s.s.)

and the broader usage by (s.1.).
The name Grassy Creek
(1897. PP• 55-58 •

(s.~.)

was used tirst by Keyes

Later he (J.g22, pp. 307-31.0) referred

to the formation as the Grassy

~ha1e.

Udden (1899, P•

30~)

6

nsmed a stratigraphica11y equivalent sha1e inMuscatine

County, Iowa. Sweet1and Creek.

According to Keyes (1940,

PP• 146-148) this sha1e is probab1y a corre1ative

Saverton

~ormat~on.

Map1e Mi11 foDnation

Harr~s

or

o~

the

(1g47• P• 25) be11eved the

southeastern Iowa to be corre1at1ve

with at 1east part of the Saverton and Grassy Creek rormations.

U1rich (1904• p. 1.01) gave the name Noe1 to a

corre1ative of the Grassy Creek formation (s.1.) in southwestern

and adjacent Arkansas.

~ssouri

In Jefferson

County. Missouri, he used the term Sul.phur Springs for
a sequence

o~

strata which now is known to inc1ude Grassy

Creek sha1e (s.l..),
sandstone.

G1en Park

l.~estone,

and Bushberg

Rowl.ey (l.goe, p. 24) ca11ed the Grassy Creek

(s.1.) Ham11ton sha1e.

(1924. p. 33) rererred to

Krey

the :t'onnation as the Sweetl.and Creek. no"t recogn:izing the
priority

or

the name Grassy Creek (s.1.).

We~er

(1g35•

pp. l.g1•192) misused the name Saverton to incl.ude not onl.y
the upper gray-green shal.e, but al.so the 1ower dark brown
shale.

Br~son

dif~erence

(1g44• P• 159)

not recognize enough

between the gray-green and the dark brown

shales to warrant

giv~ng

and a separate name.

the

~or.mer

Accept:ing

to use the name Grassy Creek
Branson (l.g44, p. 167)
re~er

d~d

a~so

to the Grassy Creek

~ts

(s.~.)

for.mationa1 status
pr~ority,

he

cont~nued

ror both ror.mations.

pointed out that many authors
(s.1.) as Chattanooga sha1ee
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LOCATION OF TYPE SECTIONS

Keyes (1Sg7• pp.

55-~e)

first described the Grassy

Creek rormation (s.1.) rrom a section inN.

w. i

Sec. 20,

T. 54 N., R. 1 W. in the southeast part of the town of
Louisiana, Pike County, Missouri.
o~

the presence

R. 2

w.

He

the formation inN. E.

on Grassy Creek, 6

~1es

referred to

a~so

i Sec. 19, T. 54 N.,

west of Louisiana.

This

section was 1ater described by Bow1ey (1908, pp. 24-26).
We11er (1935, pp.

not

~91-1g2)

1ying darker beds and that

at

or

Lo~siana,

out that Row1ey did

a 1ower, 11ghter gray sha1e fran the over-

d~stinguish

grapto11tes

po~nted

th~s

1ighter gray

Ordovician Maquoketa age.

sha~e

contains

In the section

Grassy Creek beds (s.s.) rest on S11urian

Edgewood 1imestone, a more easi1y recognized contact.
The upper contact with the Saverton beds 1ikewise is a
sh

p one in this 1oca1ity.

The section at

Lo~siana

therefore is be11eved by some to be a more desirab1e
type section for the Grassy Creek for.mation than the one

on Grassy Creek.

For descriptions

o~

the sections at

Loui iana and on Grassy Creek, the reader is referred to
Sections I and III. Figure 2.
Keyes (1913, pp.

~60~~64)

~ed

the Saverton ror-

mation from exposures in the vicinity

o~

Saverton, Ra11s

County, M1ssouri, about 7 mi1es southeast of the town of
Hanniba1, the best section being
56

N..

R. 4

w.

on I1asco Creek.

~n

s.

E.

l

Sec.

For description

2~,

or

T.
the

9

section, the reader is referred to Section V, Figure 2.
Wi111~s

(~943,

PP• 4-5) stated that at its type l.ocal.ity

the Saverton shale grades down·ward into the underl.ying
Grassy Creek shal.e, but a

care~u1

examination of the sec-

tion by the present writer reveal.ed the contact.

LITHOLOGY

The greater portion of the Grassy Creek

fo~ation

(s.s.) is thin-bedded to fissil.e shal.e• dark brown on a
fresh1y broken surface and dark bl.ue-gray on a weathered
surface.

The sha1e breaks up into very thin slabs. which

cover the sl.opes below the outcrops.

Abundant organic

material gives the shal.e its brown col.or.
p. 63) stated that oi1 can be distil.l.ed

Krey

~rom

(1924~

the shal.e.

Rowl.ey (1908, p. 26} pointed out the suitabil.ity or the
shale for manufacturing Portl.and cement.

Kurtz (1953,

p. 19 and p. 81) mentioned that the shal.e possesses excellent b1oating characteristics for the manufacture of
light aggregate

~or

concrete.

At Louisiana, the l.ower few inches of the Grassy
Creek formation consist

o~

a greenish-brown arenaceous

cl.ay shale with abundant, coarse, round, frosted sandgrains.

This material. is overl.ain by a few inches

or

bl.ue-green cl.ay shale, which contains abundant pyrite
and is succeeded above by one inch of medium-grained•
hard sandstone.

At C1arksvi11e and on Grassy Creek the

10

~ormation

shows a

s~lar

succession or clay-like and
According to Krey (1g24, p.

sandy materia1 at the base.
62) the basal portion
County. I111nois.

o~

~or.mation

the

is sandy in Fike

Krey (1;24, p. 33) also stated that

the formation becomes more sandy toward the west and that
at Brushy Creek, Ra11s County, Missouri, it contains several
well-de~ined

beds

The Saverton

or

sandstone.

ro~ation

grades from a soft grayish-

green clay sha1e with streaks of coarse, frosted, sand•
grains at the base through a greenish-gray argillaceous
siltstone to a grey or burr-colored slightly argillaceous
siltstone at the top.
the

~ormation

bluish

According to Moore (1g28, p. 37)

locally contains thin beds

1~estone;

o~

rather sort,

it may be represented also by

so~t,

massive sandstone.
In a11 sections examined by the present writer, the
contact between the Saverton and the underlying Grassy
Creek (s.s.)
transition

~ormation

~rom

is easily recognized by the sudden

dark brown, fissile, silty shale of the

1ower formation to the gray-green, more massive c1ay
shale of the upper ror.mation.

The contact between the

Saverton and the over1ying Louisiana is a sharp one in
most sections, being marked by a change from sha1e to
1~estone.
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DISTRIBUTION AND THICKNESS

Branson (1944, p. 159) stated that outcrops
Grassy Creek for.mation (s.l.) are

~ound

Marion, Pike, and Lincoln Counties.

o~

the

largely in Ra1ls,

One outcrop is found

in the Missouri River b1urfs between Providence and Easley
in Boone County, and was described by Unklesbay (1g52,

pp. 40-41).

o~

Aaother outcrop is found 2 miles east

Warrenton in Warren County.

Equiva1ent outcrops occur in

Ste. Genevieve County, in Jefferson County, and in St.
Louis County at Castlewood on the Maramec River.
Figure 1.)

( See

Krey (1g24, pp. 23-24) measured 60 feet

o~

Grassy Creek (s.l.) in Lincoln County and 100 to 125
in Pike and Ralls Counties.

~eet

.According to the same author,

or the beds can be found in Adams County,

150 to 200

~eet

Illinois.

Grohskop~

et al.(193g, p. 15) assigned 85 feet

of sha1e to the Grassy Creek (s.l.) in a wel1-section
in Lewis County.

Both Krey and

that the thickness
hundred miles west
beds have been

or
or

pointed out

the beds decreases to 25 reet a
the Mississippi River and that the

identi~ied

north as the state line.

in cuttings

~rom

we11s as rar

According to MOore (lg28• p. 34)

ro~ation

the Grassy Creek

Grohskop~

(s.s.) is exposed at the surface

in Pike and Calhoun Counties, I11inois, where it has a
thickness of 20

~eet.

The Grassy Creek

The beds thin and disappear southward.

~or.mation

(s.s.) appears to thicken north-

eastward, the greatest increase in thickness being toward

1.2

the I111nois basin.
Due to l.ack

o~

distinction between the Grassy Creek

and the Saverton

~o~ations.

the distribution

or

little is known concerning

the 1atter.

Moore (lg28• PP• 37-38)

stated that the SaYerton beds occur in Marion. Ralls.
and Pike Counties and may be present in Lincoln County,
Missouri.
mation

o~

~or

He indicated thicknesses

the Saverton for-

30 reet in Pike County and 50 to 100 feet in

Ra11s County.

He also recorded Saverton beda in Pike

and Calhoun Counties. I111nois.

Moore (1935, p. 23g)

admitted in a later publ.ioation that he had erroneously
his measurements

or

He believed the thickness

o~

included Maquoketa shale in one
the Grassy Creek (s.s.).

or

the latter probably does not exceed 20 reet.

The distri-

the Saverton formation appears to be approximate-

bution

o~

ly the

s~e

as that

or

the Grassy Creek (s.s.), except

that the Saverton extends
1y :farther north.

~arther

to the south and probab-

Keyes (1940• p. 146), for example,

stated that the Saverton is exposed at water1eve1 in the
Mississippi

~ver

at Bur11ngton, Iowa.

Harris (1947• pp.

22-25), on the other hand, mentioned the occurrence

o~

the characteristic dark brown sha1e as we11 as the overl.ying gray-green sha1e in the basa1 Mississippian
M111

~o~ation

Map~e ~111

of southeastern Iowa.

He considered the

rormation at least partly correlative with

the Grassy Creek (s.s.) and Saverton
Missouri.

~ap1e

~or.mations o~

The present writer measured sections in Marion,
Ra11s, and .Pike Counties, Missouri, and the maximum
~or

thicknesses found

the Grassy Creek (s.s.) and Saver-

ton formations were 17 and 9 feet respectivel.y as recorded
in Sections

:r

to v:tl, ]'igure 2.

From such direct measure-

ments he be1ieves that the thicknesses reported previous1y
by Krey, Moore, and Grohskop1' shou1d be regarded with
same reservation.

RELhTION TO OTHER

FO~TIONS

Throughout the region or this study, an
unconfo~ity

exists at the base of the Grassy Creek

~ccording

mation.

~portant

~or

to Branson (1944, p. 128) and Moore

(1928, p. 34 and 1935, p. 239) the Grassy Creek

~ormation

and its corre1atives rest on formations ranging from
Lower Ordovician to Upper Devonian.
Ordovician P1attin and

County, on Fernva1e

K~swick

1~estone

The shal.es rest on

limestones in Warren

in Jetrerson County, and

on Maquoketa shal.e in St. Louis, Ra11s, and Marion Counties;

on Silurian Edgewood and Sexton Creek l.imestones

in Pike County;

on Devonian Cooper,

~neol.a,

and Ca.11.-

away l.imestones in Boone County.

Throughout most of their extent. the southern corre~atives

or

the Saverton formation are overl.ain uncon-

ror.mabl.7 by the Mississippian Bushberg sandstone.

In Pike

County, Saverton shal.e is overl.ain contormabl.y by Louisiana

1~estone.

According to Branson (1g44, p.

17~)

the Louis-

iana limestone grades into the shal.e in pl.aces.
St.

Lo~s,

South

dark brown and green shales occur below the

Bushberg sandstone.

These shales, which are correlative

with the Grassy Creek (s.1.), are intersected by a

l.~e

stone re-rerred to the Glen Park by Branson (1g44, p.
Branson

o-r

(1g~,

17~).

p. 161) stated that the Saverton for.mation

is overlain unconrormabl.y by the Mississippian Hannibal.

shale in Lincoln and Ralls Counties.

Moore (1928, p. 38)

indicated that the Saverton beds are overlain either by
the Louisiana limestone or by the Hann:1ba1 shale in Pike

and Ca1houn Counties, Illinois.

Krey (1924, p. 34) -round

that in southern Calhoun and Jersey Counties, Illinois,
the Grassy Creek (s.1.) is absent and that the Louisiana
l.~estone

overlies older Devonian

-ro~ations.

AGE AND CORRELATIONS

The most common

~ossils

in the Grassy Creek

(s.l.) and its correlatives are

~ish-teeth,

~o~ation

~ish-bones,

coprol.ites, and organic remains resembling spores.

vertebrate

~ossil.s

are not very common, and Branson (J.g23,

p. 6) stated that most of the invertebrates
Grassy Creek (s.1.) are or 11tt1e value
purposes.

o~

~or

~ound

in the

correlation

An exception, perhaps, is a distinctive os-

tracod mentioned by Moore (1g28, p. 42),
top

In-

~ound

the Saverton shale by R. s. Bass1er.

near the

This

15

ostracod is characteristic

o~

the Ridgetop sha1e

essee. a ror.mation which occurs
tanooga shale

or

that area.

out the ract that 25

o~

~ediate1y

o~

Tenn-

above the Chat-

Moore (1.928 1 PP• 40-42) brought

the 32 invertebrate species present

in the Saverton :formation occur al.so in the Louisiana l.imestone.

Rowl.ey (1908• pp. 24-25) was the :tirst to co11eot
:tish remains from the Grassy Creek.

have done most

o~

Branson a.d Mehl.

the work on the :tish remains since

Branson (1934• p. 172) identi:tied :tish remains

then.

:rrom both the Saverton and the Grassy Creek "ror.mations•
and conc1uded that these :tossi1s :rurnish no evidence :tor
di:t:terent1ating between the two :tor.mations.

Moore (l.928t

p. 42) stated that the :tauna of the Saverton 1no1udes
:tishes considered diagnostic of the Devonian as wel.l. as

some high1y characteristic o:t the Mississippian.

He in-

:terred that Devonian sharks must have persisted into the
Mississippian period.

Branson and Mehl. (1g34, p. 162) described a particul.arl.y l.arge conodont
(s.1.).

ass~bl.age

from the Grassy Creek

They (1g34, p. 168) pointed out that these con•

odonts are typical o:t Upper Devonian

fo~ations

el.sewhere;

to wit the Lower Huron of Ohio, the Portage of New York,
the Chattanooga shale of Al.abama, the Hardin sandstone

o:r Tennessee 1 the Woodt'ord of Oltlahoma, and the Snyder
Creek shal.e o:t central.

~issouri.

They (p. l.7g) empha-

sized that the conodonts :rrom the gray-green sha1e are

1.6

the same as those trom the dark broYin.

Branson (l.g38•

p. 179) remarked later that not only does the Grassy Creek
~o~ation

(s.1.) contain Devonian conodont genera and no

Mississippian genera, but that this is a1so true
over1ying Louisiana 1imestone.

~or

the

The Louisiana and the

Grassy Creek (s.l..) even contain the same species, but
the number of species is smal1er in the Louisiana than in
the Grassy Creek (s.1.).

The Hannibal. shale, which over-

l.ies the Louisiana, contains Mississippian genera whi1e
typica1l.y Devonian genera are absent.

Thus, whil.e the

evidence derived from fish remains is inconclusive, the
evidence rrom conodonts is strongly in

~avor

of placing

the Grassy Creek (s.l..) and Louisiana in the Upper Devonian and drawing the Devonian-Mississippian boundary
below the Hanniba1.

W11l.iams ( l. 943, pp. 38-43) , however,

provisionally assigned the Louisiana

l.~estone

to the

basal Mississippian or Kinderhookian on the basis ot
faunal correlation of brachiopods and pelecypods in the
Louisiana

1~estone

with those in the type section at

Kinderhook.
Accordine to Branson and Mehl (1934, p. 175) the
Bushberg sandstone, which overlies the Grassy Creek in
some areas, contains a typical
odont :tauna.

Basal~ississippian

In Boone and Callaway

Counties~

con-

the Snyder

Creek shale occurs be1ow the Bushberg sandstone.

This

sha1e contains a conodont assemb1age simi1ar to that
the Grassy Creek

fo~ation

(s.1.).

The Snyder Creek

o~

17

shale corre1ates with the dark brown Noe1 sha1e or Southwest Missouri, which bears the Grassy Creek conodont fauna
in some p1aces but carries the Bushberg

~auna

in others.
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LABORATORY

ANALYSIS

PREVIOUS WORK

The ear11est record in this country of a

~nera1~

ogica1 investigation of a sha1e as distinguished from
that of a c1ay was pub1ished by

(1g35• pp. 190g•1926).

Gr~,

Kerr, and Bray

The authors disaggregated a 1am-

inated Cretaceous shal.e by treatment with ammonium acetate
or di1ute hydrocb1oric acid, studied the coarse fraction

under the petrographic microscope, and investigated the
rine fraction by means
and

che~cal

ana1ysis.

or

x~ray

dirfraction photography

Oriented aggregates of c1ay

~ner~

a1s were studied under the petrographic microscope.
Minerals detected in the sha1e were quartz, orthoo1ase,
sericite, kao1in1te, be1de11ite, ch1orite, white mica,
si111manite, epidote, ruti1e, zircon,

tou~1ine,

and

g1auconite.
Fairbairn (1g43• pp. 246-256) investigated s1ates
and shal.es :trom Vermont by an entire1y different technique.

A thin section, out perpendicu1ar to the beddiDg,

was mounted in a Laue camera perpendicular to the X-ray

beam.

The thin section was moved s1ow1y to and fro during

the exposure.

Minera1s identified in the ditrraction

pattern were quartz, muscovite-i11ite, kao1inite, and
chlorite.

Bates (194?, pp. 625•636), in an investigation

o~

s1ate

~rom

northeastern Pennsy1vania. ground the s1ate

to a powder.
by

Pyrite and carbonaceous matter were removed

~1otation.

The rest or the material was dispersed with

sodium lignin su1phonate and fractionated.

The coarse

fraction was studied under the petrographic microscope,
and the

~ine

fraction was further separated into several

sizes, which were studied by means of a Nore1co

x~ray

spectrometer, the petrographic microscope (oriented c1ay
mineral aggregates), dirrerential ther.ma1 ana1ysis, and
e1ectron micrographs.

This work was supp1emented by rir-

ing tests and X-ray-difrraction photographs.

Bates ident-

ified quartz, feldspar, ca1cite, dolomite. i11ite, pyrite,
rutile, graphite, and carbonaceous material in the s1ate,
in addition to small amounts of chlorite (penninite) and
sericite.
Gude (1950• pp. 1699-1718) sampled a section across
the Upper Cretaceous

Lar~ie ~ormation

and

identi~ied

prominent minerals in over a hundred samples.

the

General

Electric X-ray-difrraction equipment was employed, and
the sample was prepared by ro11ing a thin rod out or
powdered raw shale and Duco cement.

~uartz,

i111te. kao11nite, montmorillonite, and
identi~ied
o~

calcite,

1~onite

were

by comparison with standard dif~raotion patterns

these minera1s.

or the re1ative
or intensities

Est~ates

~ounts o~
o~

were made

~or

each sample

the components on the basis

re~1ections.

Dye tests ror clay minerals

in powdered raw shale gave indifrerent results.
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Ke11er and Ting (1950, pp. 123-132) investigated

a

si~e

or

sample

the Pennsylvanian Perry Fa:rm sha1e.

They dispersed the powdered shale with acetic acid and
separated it in several sizes.

Coarse sizes were sep-

arated into heavy and light rractions with tetrabromoethane, aided by
~ractions

The

~ine

centri~ugation.

Each of these coarse

was examined under the petrographic microscope.
rractions were investigated with the aid

dif~erential

ther.ma1 analysis, X-ray powder

o~

dif~raction

patterns, electron micrographs, and infra-red absorption
spectrogr~s.

The shale was studied in thin section, and

minor elements were

dete~ned

by emission spectrography.

Minera1s detected were quartz, 111ite, orthoclase, microcline, p1agioc1ase, carbonate (a1most entire1y calcite).
kao1inite, possibly montmorillonite, ch1orite,

muscov~te,

sericite, biotite, pyrite, iron oxides, 1eucoxene, rutile,
sphene, zircon, and
Kel1er

(1~53a,

and o1ays in an

to~a1ine.

pp. 3-9) studied a number of aha1es

e~~ort

to determine the origin ot the

green oo1or of argi11aceous rooks.

He made use

or

di~

rerentia1 ther.ma1 analysis and a Nore1co X-ray spectrometer.
Ke~~er

(1g53b, pp. g3-105) a1so proposed a new sub-

division of the Cretaceous Morrison
basis

or

~or.mation

on the

his study of c1ay minerals in the type section.

Samp~es

were ground to a powder and disaggregated in

water.

The

~ract~on ~th

partic1es below 2 microns in

21.

diameter was analyzed with

di~ferential

ther.ma1 apparatus

and a Phil11ps X-ray spectrometer.
At the time of this writing, Bates (1953, p. 1529)
is engaged in a mineralogical study of the Chattanooga
shale, designed to be quantitative as well as qualitative.
This investigation employs light and electron microscopy,
X-ray

dirferentia1 ther.ma1 analysis, thin

di~rraction,

section study, and radio-activity teats.

FREI.IMTNARY INVESTIGATION

Dispersion Tests

Of the various
Creek and Saverton

s~ples

collected from the Grassy

~or.mations,

two were selected, rep-

resentative respectively of the most common lithologic
~acies

of each.

~issi1e

One sample consisted of a dark brown

shale, the other consisted or a light gray, massive,

slightly ca1careous siltstone.

T.he SBmples were ground

in an iron mortar and sieved through a 35 mesh screen.
The sieved materials each were split into 6 portionsor
20

gr~s

to which were added respectively the

~allowing:

200 cc. water, 200 cc. water plus 5 grams sodium pyrophosphate, 200 cc. water plus 5
plus 10 cc. concentrated

gr~s

soda, 200 cc. water

h~drochloric

acid, 200 cc. water

plus 30 cc. concentrated sodimn hydroxide solution, and
200 cc. water plus 30 cc.

o~ 3~

hydrogen peroxide sol•
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The suspensions were 1eft to stand

ution.

one day.

~or

As very 1itt1e dispersion appeared to have occurred at the
end of that time, the suspensions were heated and kept
at a temperature close to boi1ing for two days.

Since

the suspension had not become dispersed at the end

or

this

the particles were rubbed vigorously with a large

t~e,

rubber "policeman", after which a drop
was placed on a slide and
microscope.

Dispersion

ably better than that

or

o~

ex~ined

o~

each suspension

under the petrographic

the siltstone was consider-

the shale, but it cou1d not be

considered satisfactory ror either material.

It was

obvious, however, that treatment with hydrogen peroxide
of~ered

the greatest promise of success.

One hundred grams of the shal.e and the siltstone
each were broken up in the iron mortar, after which the
materials were ground as
agate mortar.

~ine

as possible in a 4 inch

The tine powder was transferred to large

beakers, and 100 cc. water was added to each.

From then

on, 30% hydrogen peroxide was added intermittently in
small volumes. enough to maintain a constant stream

bubbles rising to the surrace ot the liquid.

o~

After

continuing this process ror about 2 days, the suspension
o~ ~inest

materia1 was poured into another beaker.

The

coarser material was transferred in small portions to the
agate mortar, where each portion was ground thoroughly
be~ore

being

trans~erred

back to the original suspension.

Treatment with hydrogen peroxide was now resumed ror

23

2 more days. after which the technique of wet-grinding
sett~ed

materia1 that rapid1y

out of suspension was

re~

peated.

Hydrogen peroxide was added again, and the sus-

pensions

we~e

~ter

1ett to stand.

a week, a drop of

each was examined under the petrographic microscope.
1east 9~
be

or

complete~y

At

the material in each suspension proved to
dispersed.

Excess hydrogen peroxide was boiled

orr.

and ammonium

hydroxide was added to the suspensions to keep the claymineral partic1es from

~1occulating.

The suspensions were

sett1ed in order to obtain fine suspensions containing
o~y

partic1es sma11er than 2 microns in diameter.

rine suspensions were passed through a Sharples

Tbese

Super~

Centrifuge to obtain super-fine suspensions containing
only particles smaller than 0.3 micron in diameter.
~ine

The

and super-rine suspensions were evaporated, and the

dried material was stored.

X-ray Diffraction

X-ray diffraction was initiated on three types
powdered materials:
teria1

or

the finely-ground raw shale, the ma•

size-grade below 2

~crons,

of size-grade below 0.3 micron.
spectrograms were obtained
and

or

or

or

and the material

Subsequently, diffraction

an oriented sha1e fragment

an oriented aggregate of clay minera1s.
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Powder patterns - Debye-Scherer technique:
An attempt was made to obtain

dif~raction

patterns

on a General Electric XRD-type 1 X-ray unit, using an irontarget tube, the powder-wedge method of mounting the
sample, and an exposure of 3 hours.
Examination of the diffraction patterns revealed that
material smaller then 0.3 micron did not show any more
clearly defined lines for the clay minerals than did the
powdered raw shale.
the

~act

0~

particular disappointment was

that no well-defined lines could be obtained

at a11 in the 7 to lBi range, i.e. the range where the
clay minerals show basal-plane reflections.

In an effort

to remedy this condition, the films were exposed for 6
instead of

~or

3 hours, but no material improvement re-

sulted.

Powder patterns - Fhi11ips spectrometer:
Diffraction spectrograms were obtained on a North
~erican-Phil1ips

Recording X-Ray Spectrometer.

The same

three types of powdered material were tested, using a
copper-target tube with and without a nickel filter, and
an iron-target tube with and without a manganese filter.
The samples were rotated over 45 degrees in 45 minutes,
a recording pen recording the presence and also the in··
tensity
The

o~

each reflection.

dir~raction

~ectrograms

for the riner size-
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grades showed significantly better

re~lections

clay minerals than did the raw-shale sample.

for the
The basal-

plane reflections of the clay minerals could be recognized
clearly.

Several of the other high-lnsstrom reflections

of the cla

minerals could be distinguish · d clearly from

the reflections of quartz.

Reflections were stronger

with an iron-target tube than with a copper-target tube.
Opt~um

reflections were obtained without

~ilters.

A

further advantage of an iron target over a copper target
is that retlections are less crowded together and can be
difterentiated more easily.

Absence ot a rilter has the

disadvantage of giving retlections f'or the

ot the target as well as the
re~lections

j3

reflections.

o(

~

(3

reflections

retlections are accompanied

A simpl.e diagram was constructed on

a sheet of' paper which gave the position
reflection relat·ve to oc

intervals.

wavelength

wavel.ength, but the

are so much weaker than the

that on1y the stronger
by

oL

(J

Laying this

or

every

/3

reflections spaced at regular

diagr~

alongside the diffraction

spectrogram enables one to recognize al.l

(8

reflections

immediately.

Shale-fragment pattern - Fhillips spectrometer:
A

dif~raction

of raw shale.

pattern was procured rrom a fragment

This fragment was mounted in the x-ray

beam in such a fashion that the bedding plane was oriented
1ike the surface of the packed powder in the previous
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s~p1es.

The dirtraction spectrogram was compared with

one obtained from powdered raw shale.

It was hoped that

the clay minerals, being in prererred orientation, wou1d
b~sal

give enhanced reflections. particularly

reflections.

Surprisingly, it was the reflections ot quartz which were
enhanced

~nd

not those of the clay minerals.

apparently consists

or

minute

1~1nae,

The shale

containing quartz

and clay minerals in varying percentages;

the X-ray beam

happened to hit a lamina containing predominantly quartz.

Oriented aggregate pattern - Phillips spectrometer:
An oriented aggregate or clay minerals was obtained
by the following procedure:

The well-dispersed suspension

was stirred and left to stand for approximately 36 hours.
At the end

or

that period a glass slide was suspended in

horizontal position at a depth of 6 inches below the surface of the liquid.

Calculations based on

~tokes's

law

indicated that material settling on the slide from the
suspension would be smaller than 1 micron in diameter.
The slide was left in the suspension

~or

2 days,

it was pul1ed up careru11y and allowed to dry.
~ound

which

It was

that a superior oriented aggregate could be obtained

by siphoning orr the suspension until its
on1y

a~ter

i"

sur~ace

was

above the slide and a11owing evaporation slowly

to lower the fluid leve1 and dry the slide.
The dirtraction spectrogram of the oriented material
on the slide showed very strong clay-mineral rerlections.
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Basal-plane reflections had been enhanced strongly, but
other reflections were only slightly stronger than in the
diffraction pattern of raw shale.

Reflections of quartz

were still present but of minor significance.

The clay-

mineral flakes in settling out of suspension evidently
oriented basal planes parallel to the glass slide while
other crysta1logrephic directions remained in random
orientation.

Petrogrephic Work

Preparation of samples:
The two

sus~ensions

of dispersed material from which

fine and super-fine particles had been removed were evaporated, and the residues were rubbed to a fine powder.
Examination

or

these materia1s under the petrographic

microscope revealed the difficulty of identifying minerals
in a mixture of particles

or

varying sizes, particularly

in the presence of a large number of lumps and flakes of
clay minerals.

It was deemed expedient to ramove all mat-

erial smaller than 10 microns in diameter berore attempting identification, for no reliable mineral identification
can be made with the petrographic microscope of

smal~er

material.
Particles smaller than 10 microns in diameter were
removed by long-continued elutriation under inter.mittent
addition

or

small volumes

or

ammonium hydroxide to keep

the clay mdnerals

deflooc~ated.

The residues were dried

and examined under the petrographic microscope.

The clay-

minerals had disappeared completely, leaving material consisting almost entirely of quartz.

Heavy mineral separation - by gravity:
The

speci~ic

gravity of tetrabromoethane was adjusted

to 2.9 by adding benzene until the liquid would just
barely float a small crystal of dolomite.
The residues rrom which all material sma11er than
10 microns in

di~eter

had been removed were poured into

tetrabromoethane in separating funnels.

Particles ex-

hibited considerable tendency to adhere one to another.
Frequent stirring was employed to overcome this disadvantage.

Arter one day, the heavy mineral concentrate at

the bottom of the funnel was drawn off on filterpaper.
Although nearly 50 grams of residue were poured into the
heavy liquid, on1y a very few grains of heavy minerals
were obtained.

This "concentrate", futher.more, was con-

taminated heavily with quartz.

Mere gravity separation

did not suffice to secure clean separation between light
and heavy minerals.

Heavy mineral separation - by oentrituse:
About 40 cc. of tetrabromoetbane was poured in pearshaped centriruge-tubes with
residue.

approx~ate1y
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gr~s

of

The tubes were shaken thorough1y, after which

they were whir1ed in a centrifuge
the end

o~

~or

20 minutes.

At

this time interva1, light mineral.s had col1ect-

ed at the top of the liquid, while heavy minerals had collected in the narrow tube at the base

The light

~neral

o~

the pear-shaped tubes.

fractions were discarded.

or the heavy mineral

~raction

Examination

under the petrographic mic-

roscope revealed that a clean separation

o~

light and

heavy minerals had been secured •

.b.DOFTED ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE

As a res\Ut of' the preliminary investigation, the

following analytical procedure was adopted as being appropriate to analysis

o~

sampl.es

o~

the Grassy Creek and

Saverton formations:
1.

Seventy grams of shale were crushed and ground

as tine as possible.
2.

About 5 grams or the powder was stored

in procurement

o~

an X-ray-diffraction

~or

use

spectrogr~

with the Phi1lips spectrometer.
3.

About 40 grams of the powder was disaggregated

completely by alternate addition

or

30% hydrogen

peroxide solution and wet-grinding of material. that
settled rapidly out
4.

o~

suspension.

Excess hydrogen peroxide was boi1ed

monium

hydro~de

of~

and am-

was added, after which the suspension

was b1unged (turned end over end in a closed container)
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ror 12 hours.
5.

The suspension was elutriated to yield a fraction

with particles larger than 10 microns.
6.

The material larger than 10 microns was dried,

and a small portion

o~

it was stored ror microscopic

The rest was poured into a centriruge

examination.

tube which contained tetrabromoethane (C2 H2 Br4 )
with a sp. gr.
7.

or

2.9.

The tube was whirled in a centrif'uge.

The heavy

mineral f'raction was collected tram the bottom

or

the r1ask and stored tor microscopic examination.

a.

Water and a smal.l amount of' ammonium. hydroxide

were added to the remaining 25
ground shale.

gr~s

of' the f'ine1y

Material that settled rapidly out

or

suspension was removed, ground once more, and added
to the suspension again.

The suspension was stirred

thorough1y and lett to stand ror 36 hours.
9.

A glass slide was hung horizontally in the sus-

pension at a depth

or

6 inches below the surface

of' the liquid, so that clay could settle on the
slide and produce an oriented aggregate.
10.

~ter

2 days, the suspension was siphoned oft

unti1 the surface of' the liquid was only
the slide.
~luid

11.

i"

above

Evaporation was allowed to 1ower the

level s1ow1y below the slide.

The slide was used to obtain a

di~traction

spectrogram with the Phillips spectrometer.
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SELECTION OF SAMPLES

Seven sections containing Grassy Creek and Saverton
sha1e were examined, and 47 samples of the
were

or

The purpose

co~lected.

to determine the minera1ogy

o~

~aboratory

the beds.

~or.mations

ana1ysis was

More specific-

ally, it was desired to deteDmine whether the Grassy Creek
and Saverton formations posaeased a significant

1nminera1 content.

Accordingly, selection of

for laboratory analysis

~rom

di~ference

s~ples

sgmples collected in the

field was based on a compromise between the following
criteria:

1.

Samples shou1d represent

spread lithologic facies.

2.

ypica1 and wide-

Some samples should be

selected on both sides of and adjacent to the Grassy
Creek-Saverton contact.

3.

Other samples in the same

section should be selected at the greatest possible vertical
distance

~rom

sections as

each other.

~ar

4.

S~ples

sho~d c~e

apart geographically as possible.

rrom
The

twelve samples selected for analysis are indicated by

circled ssmple numbers in Figure 2.
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RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

X-ray Diffraction Work

Standard Samp1es:

or

Spectrograms were made

nearly pure quartz, illite,

kaolinite, montmorillonite, and chlorite.
grams were used in identification

or

The spectro-

rer1ections or the

shale.
The quartz spectrogram was obtained rrom a sample

or

tripoli from Seneca, Missouri.

Reflections were check-

ed against X-ray data ror quartz compiled by Nagelschmidt
(1g34, pp. 120-145).
The 1111te
Clay

~ineral

spectrogr~

Standard

by Kerr, Main,

was obtained from A. F. I.
This standard is described

H-~5.

et al. (1950, p. 44).

Reflections were

checked against X-ray data for illite compiled by Kerr.
Hamilton, et a1. (1g5o, p. 28).
The kao11nite spectrogram was obtained tram A. P. I.
Clay Mineral Standard H-4.

This standard is described

by Kerr, Main, et al. (1950, pp. 19-21).
kaolinite were procured rrom

Gr~

X-ray data ror

(1953, p. 88).

The montmorillonite spectrogram was obtained trom
A. F. I. Clay Mineral Standard H-32.

This standard is

described by Kerr, Main, et a1. (1950, PP• 3g-4o).

data for montmorillonite were procured
p. g2).

~rom

X-ray

Grim (1953,
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The ch1orite spectrogram was obtained
o~

~rom

prochl.ori te f'rom Char1emont, Massachusetts.

data were procured from
No

spectrog~s

do1omite, or pyrite.
procured from

Gr~

Gr~

a

s~p1e

X-ray

(1953, p. 98).

were made of' muscovite, ca1cite,
X-ray date

o:r

these minerals were

(1953, p. 94), Nage1schmidt (1934,

p. 87), Mehmel (1939, pp. 92-118), and :Ewald and Hermann
(1931, p. 153).
Arter some experience, relative
cou1d be

est~ted

ref'1ections.

~ounts

of' minera1s

rough1y by comparing intensities

o~

The oriented clay mineral aggregates pro-

vided a check on the

est~tes

o1 re1ative

~aunts

or

one c1ay mineral as compared to others.

Shale Samples:
The discussion which follows presents briefly for
each mineral the evidence on which identification by
X-ray

dif~raction

was based as well as data relative to

abundance and most common occurrence.
Q,uartz:
~uartz

was identified in every spectrogram by a

large number

o~

re~leotions.

On1y reflections with an

intensity of 6 or more -ror the o£
gave

recog~zab1e re~lections

wavelength of iron

for the

j9

wavelength.

Examination of Table I indicates that quartz is either
"abundant" or "very abundant" and that the Saverton -rormation contains more quartz than the Grassy Creek

~ormation.
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lliNIRALS

U'lHlLOCRC D&SCRIPnON
Major Components J.)
-..uartz B)

8

I

I

6

4

I

8

v

6

Saverton
top

Siltstone, calcareous, slightly argillaceous,
medium-bedded, batt. Disseminated, coarse, round,
trosted q~ grains.

Saverton
base

Shale, medium-bedded, gray-green. Streaks at limonite. Coarse, round, treated quartz grains.

0.5'

Va

Grassy Creek
-middle-top

Shale, fissile, dark brown, weathers to _purplishbro11Il.

2'

A

Grassy Creek
base

Clay, blue-green. Streaks ot limon! te and pyrite.
0 . 4'

A

c

A

!.l

v

5

1

5

VI

VII')

VII

6

Calcite

Va

W..nor Compo·nents 2.)
:u)

10
.Dolomite )

Illites)

A

c

R

R

A

Va

A

Vr

Vr

Saverton

Clay, brownish olive-green. Disseminated, coarse,
round, frosted quartz grains.

3'

A

Qrasey Creek
top

Shale, arenaceous, thin-bedded, dark gray, weathers to light gray.

2'

A

A

Clresey Creek
base-middle

Shale, thin-bedded, dark brown, nathers to gray.

1'

A

A

Va

c

Siltstone, slightly calcareous, massi Te-bedded,
light gray.

Saverton
middle

Siltstone, argillaceous, massive-bedded, medium
gray.

SaTerton
middle

Siltstone, slightly argillaceous, medium-bedded,
light gray. Disseminated, coarse, round, f'rosted
{uartz grains .

Grassy Creek
middle

Clay shale, sli3htlyarenaceous, thin-bedded,
gray- brown .

Chlorite S)

Va

Siltstone, calcareous and argillaceous, thin- to
medium-bedded, medium gray-green.

Sa"Yerton
top

Kaolin! te

8

R

Saverton
middle

base

v

W
u)
u)
orthoclase lacrocline Plagioclase

R

A

Musoovi te g)

Pyrite g)

Goethite 9)

1'

Va

R

Va

0.5 1

Va

c

c

1'

A

Va

Rutile~

Zircon g)

R

A

A

Vr

c

A

A

A

c

Va

c
Vr

Va

c

c

c
c

Leueox:ene s)

l!a

Each component comprises at least 5~ ot the sample.
Very rare - very abundant
5 to 35%.

4)

S.E.~ Sec .

2)

lrach component comprises less than 5~ ot the sample.
Very :rare - very abundant
o.o to 5~.

5)

s.i

N.W.i sxc. 20, T.54 N., R.l
in Kiss1ssipp1 River blutt.

6)

3)

N.E.-t T.56 N., R.6
HNy. 36.

w., s.i.

part

or

Louisiana

24, T.56 N., R. 4 W., 2 mi. S.E. ot Saverton
on Ilasco Creek.
Sec. 7, T.5

s.,

R.3

w.,

w., w.

of' bridge across South River,

R

c

Va

A

A

Va

Va

c

R

lla

R

R

A

iJ·

A

A

A

R

R

Vr

R

Vr

R

c

A

A

R

R

Vr

Va

c

c

IJ

Va

c

A

c

R

A

c

c

A

Vr

.va

A

c

Relative abundance determined 1n X-ray spectragrem.

9)

Relative abundance determined in heavy mineral
concentrate.

10)

R

R

A

Relative abundance determined in heavy and light
mineral concentrates

Symbol

Significance

Va
A
Ka

Very abundant
Abundant
Moderately
abundant
Cammon
Minor

c
).f

7)

Calcite precipitated by treatment with hydrogen peroxide.

11)

c

R

e)

1 mi. N. W. ot Saverton.

R

c

a

I

1)

Phosphate g) Toum.alina SJl

Relative abundance determined 1n light mineral
concentrate.
',

R

Rare

Vr

Very rare

~ajor

Components

llinor CCI!lponents

I I
5~

...
Va

R

c
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X:Llite:
Reflections used most trequently for the identiti-

•
cation ot illite were the basal retlections at 10.4 A
and at 4.97

l

and the (202) retlection at 2.59

l.

The

high-value interp:Lanar spacings are too high as compared
with values given by others due to an instrumental error,
which has been recorded here without correction.
basal (002)

re~lection

was quite broad because the

re:tlection was immediatel.y adjacent to the
A11 raw-shale
illite.

The

spectrogr~s

at

j3

reflection.

indicated the presence o:r

Illite was confirmed by strongly enhanced basal

retlections in the oriented clay-mineral aggregates.
Tab1e I ind·cates that the relative amount of il.lite
ranges trom "minor" to "very abundant".

The Grassy Creek

shale contains more illite than the Saverton shale, the
greatest quantity being present in the dark brown shal.e,
and the least in the clay at the base of the Grassy Creek.
The Saverton shale contains more illite in the argillaceous
facies at the base than in the siltstone facies near the
top.
Muscovite:
All reflections of muscovite coincide with or are
at :Least part1y over1apped by retlections of quartz,
illite, or kaolinite.

• retlections
The 3.20 and 2.86 A

are moderately strong for muscovite.

I:L:Lite, however,

gives only weak re~lections at both 3.21 and
The presence of moderately strong

re~lections

2.ae 1.
at both
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•
3.20 and 2.86 A thererore was accepted as presumptive
evidence of the presence or muscovite.

The correctness

or this reasoning was confiDmed by the identirication
the mineral under the petrographic microscope.
was identified in 8 out

or

12 spectrograms.

or

Muscovite

The spec-

trogram which showed not only the 3.20 and 2.86
tions but also the 3.89, 2.78, 1.g9, and 1.50

A reflec-

A reflec-

tions of muscovite corresponded to the sample which
showed the greatest amount of muscovite under the
scope.

Data pertaining to the abundance

are based on microscopic work.

or

~cro-

muscovite

For that reason, the

occurrence of this mineral is discussed again in the
section on petrography.
Kaolinite:
Rerlections used to identify kaolinite were the
basal rerlections with apparent interplanar spacings of

7.2

A,

3.57

l,

and 2.36

!.

Except the 7.2

A rerlection

in the oriented clay mineral aggregates, none

or

the

reflections was strong enough to be accompanied by a
~

reflection.

Kaolinite was found in all samples.

As Table I indicates, the relative quantity

or

kaolinite,

ranging as it does from "rare" to "abundant", is subject
to greater variation than that of illite.

More signiri-

cantly, there is a gradual decrease in kaolinite rrom the
base or the section toward the top.

Kaolinite is most

abundant in the clay at the base or the Grassy Creek.
The dark brown Grassy Creek shale contains only a minor
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amount, as does the base

o~

the Saverton.

The siltstone-

facies ot the Saverton rormation contains even less kaoM
linite.
Montmorillonite:
The spectrogram of the standard sample gave predominantly ill-defined

re~lections,

with the exception

•
of a good basal reflection at 15 A.

Treatment of the

standard sample with ethylene glycol caused the basal

•
rerlection to shift to 18 A.
spectrogr~s

Several of the raw-shale

indistinct reflection o~ about 15

A.

showed a very

Treatment with ethSome ot

ylene glycol failed to shirt this ret1ection.

the oriented clay mineral aggregates showed a pronounced
•
reflection between 14 and 15 A. Since treatment with
ethylene glycol did not shift this reflection, montmorillonite is considered to be absent in the shales.
Chlorite:
Six raw-shale spectrogr;mas showed reflections corresponding to the basal retlection at 14
sample of chlorite.

1

of the standard

Only one of these samples showed

other chlorite reflections - namely, 3.55, 2.02, 1.97,

•
1.56, and 1.39 A.

The oriented clay mineral aggregates

persistently showed a
reflections at 14

.

re~lect1on

A could

with ethylene glycol.

.

at about 14 A.

These

not be shifted by treatment

Unfortunately, the oriented agg-

regates were not rotated over a sufficiently large angle
to obtain other chlorite

re~lections.

The raw-shale
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spectrogrgm whieh showed several chlorite reflections
corresponded to the

s~ple

which showed the greatest

amount of chlorite under the microscope.

Data pertain-

ing to the abundance of chlorite were based on microscopic
work.

The occurrence of this mineral therefore will be

discussed further in the section on petrographic work.
Calcite:
Only one of the twelve raw-shale spectrograms exhibited the 2.28, 2.10, and 1.87

1

reflections of calcite.

This suggests the absence of calcite in the other eleven
ssmples.

However, after the samples were treated with

hydrogen peroxide, the petrographic microscope showed a
considerable quantity of fine calcite needles in several
samples.
o~

The absence of calcite lines in the spectrograms

the raw shale and the abundant presence of small calcite

prisms in the

s~ple

efter treatment with hydrogen peroxide

indicates that calcite was newly for-med by this treatment.
Evidently, these prisms did not originate by solution
of calcite by carbon dioxide (formed by reaction of hydrogen peroxide on organic matter) and subsequent reprecipitation.
formed

Rather, the calcite needles must have

by combination

eral and

oo 3• ions

o~

oa•• ions removed :from a clay min-

~or.med by oxidation o~ organic matter.

The :t'act that calcite was f'ound in only one o:f the
samples selected ror analysis would be of' little
ficance i:f, as indicated by Figure 2, material ot

signi~

s~1ar

1ithology did not occur widely in the upper part of the

Saverton shale. (See Table I)
o~

calcite in this part

o~

Conceivably, the presence

the Saverton shale roreshadowed

conditions which gave rise later to deposition

o~

the

l~estone.

overlying Louisiana
Dolomite:

Reflections at 2.85, 2.65, and 2.18 A• signiried the
presence

o~

dolomite in several

s~ples.

Dolomite was

identified under the petrographic microscope in most
samples.

The occurrence

o~

this mineral will be discussed

in the section on petrographic work.
Pyrite:
Only one raw sample gave strong re~lections at 2.69
•
and 1.63 A. Pyrite euhedra were observed under the hand
lens in this sample.

Since pyrite was

identi~ied

the petrographic microscope in the majority

o~

under

samples,

the occurrence of this mineral will be discussed

~urther

in the section on petrographic work.

Petrographic Work

The

~ollowing

descriptions of minerals identified

under the petrographic microscope are based upon the
fraction of the shales larger then 10 microns and also
on the heavy mineral concentrate derived
tion.

~ram

this

~rac

Only those characteristics are noted which can be

considered unusual or of special significance.
be pointed out that the dispersion technique

It should

~ractured

the
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larger grains, making identirication

or

authigenic over-

growths and other reatures present in undamaged grains
dirricult.
Orthoclase:
Orthoclase occurs both as well-rounded and as euhedral, translucent, pa1e pink to gray grains.

MOst grains

had a weathered aspect, being clouded by rine, slightly
opaque material.

Milner

(1940, p. 322

material is secondary mica or kaolinite.

stated that this
The cloudy

material included some iron oxide, ror it was brown in
rerlected light.

Translucent grains rrequently exhibited

rows of inclusions parallel to

z.

The weathered aspect

or the mineral indicates that it was not authigenic in the
shale.

The common occurrence

or

euhedral grains, however.

points toward a previous authigenic origin.

Krumbein and

Pettijohn (lg38, p. 442) pointed out that authigenic
orthoclase is known rrom dolomite and

l~estone.

~crocline:

A single grain of microcline was detected in the
blue-green clay at the base of the Grassy Creek.

No sig-

niricance can be attached to such a rare occurrence.
Plagioclase:
Several grains

or

plagioclase were found in one section

of the dark brown shale racies

or

the Grassy Creek.

Surpris-

ingly, the mineral could not be detected in other sections

or

dark brown shale.

Tbe rounded grains were clouded with

secondary mica or kaolinite.

Dolomite:
Dolo~te

occurred in several samples, always in rough-

ly rhombohedral grains which were considerably 1arger
than the average grain size

or

other minera1s.

The grains

exhibited many spots of dark opaque materia1, probably
iron and manganese oxide.

Dolomite occurred local1y and

in minor amount in the dark brown shale facies of the
Grassy Creek and was abundant in the clay-sha1e :tacies.
Dolomite was present also throughout the si1ty facies
of the Saverton ror.mation.
shale•

dolo~te

Toward the top of the Saverton

equaled quartz in abundance.

The large amount

or

dolomite in the Saverton shale

seems to preclude authigenic origin.
entered the

sed~ent

That the minera1

by chemical precipitation during

clastic deposition of the other

~nera1s

is possible.

The marked association of dolomite with abundant and
coarser-grained quartz and its relative absence :trom more
argillaceous and finer-grained material points strongly
in the direction

or

clastic origin.

The large grain size

might be due to recrystallization.
Near the top of the Saverton shale calcite is present
as well as dolomite.

It is believed that clastic deposit-

ion, predominantly of quartz and dolomite, gave way gradually to

che~cal

deposition of

l~estone,

culminating

eventually in the deposition o:t the lithographic Louisiana
limestone.
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Chlorite:
Chlorite was present in a11 samples and exhibited
~

wide range

or

relative abundance.

The mineral occurred

in small round micaceous rlakes, the color
trom pale green to medium blue-green.

or

which varied

The small 2V could

be deteDmined only with great ditficulty due to the small
size

or

the tlakes and the very low birefringence.

tlakes showed aggregate polarization.

Thicker

Which member of the

chlorite ramily was represented was not deter.mined.
Krumbein and Pettijohn (1938, p. 425 ) listed ch1orite
as a product of low-grade

an~orphism

of clays and shales.

Indeed, to assume that the mineral is detrital wou1d pose
the considerable problem of
~orphic

~inding

a source area

o~

met-

rocks, the only xocktype besides shale itselr

that could supply chlorite in sufficient abundance.

Ch1o-

rite was most abundant in the dark brown shale in the
Grassy Creek, common in the argillaceous phase at the
base of the Saverton, and scarce in the silty phase
the Saverton.

or

Table I shows that the amount of chlorite

is related directly to the amount of illite.
Muscovite:
The mineral identified as muscovite showed considerable resemblance to chlorite on the one hand and to illite
on the other.

The 2V

or

about 350 and the indices

or

refraction ror Y

and (3

high ror illite.

In 1.60 oil, muscovite virtua1ly dis-

in (001) or about 1.60 are too

appeared :from view, while chlorite still stood out in
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re~ie~.

Muscovite occurred in small. rounded flakes,

frequently with dark inclusions around the edge.

grains showed undu1ose extinction.

~ew

A

Krumbein and Petti-

john (1938, p. 462) listed the mineral. as common and stable.

The absence of corre1ation between the abundance

o~

other

micaceous minerals and of muscovite argues against authiThe dark materiel. around the edge

genic origin.
~1akes

probably was a degradation product.

clearly

~avors

o~

the

The evidence

detr1ta1 origin.

Pyrite:
Pyrite occurred as cubes, octahedrons. and sma11

spherical concretions.

The mineral. appeared in greatest

abundance in the clay at the base of the Grassy Creek and
was common to abundant in the dark brown shal.e.

Petti-

john (1949, p. 505) stated that pyrite commonly is associat-

ed with organic matter.

The organic matter evidently

:turnished the su1f'ur as wel.l as the reducing enviromnent
necessary to maintain iron in the ferrous state.

That

organic matter is not necessary to the formation o't pyrite
is indicated by the presence of some pyrite nodules in
the silty phase or the Saverton shal.e.

An abundance

o~

excellently euhedral crystals o't pyrite was noted 1ooa11y
in the arenaceous clay at the base or the Grassy Creek
~oDnation.

an abundance

The

or

over~ying

marcasite.

thin bed

~ram

sand~stone

The presence

sulfides is ascribed to l.eaching
descending so1utions

or

o~

or

contains

these iron

iron and sul'tur by

the dark brown sha1e and
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reprecipitation in more porous beds.
Goethite

(~imonite):

Four modes of occurrence of goethite were noted:
1.

In very fine-grained, smal1, brown, spherical con-

cretions.

2.

In irregular fragments as an alteration

product of pyrite.

3.

As a

ye~low-brown

minerals, principa11y quartz.

4.

stain on other

In small, tabular cry-

stals, black metallic to brown-red in reflected light
and intergrown with a white opaque mineral identified as
leucoxene.

The intergrowth of goethite and leucoxene

was interpreted to be an alteration product of

i~enite.

Goethite appears to be more prevalent in the Saverton
than in the Grassy Creek formation.
that the abundance

or

goethite is inversely proportiona1

to the abundance of pyrite.
with the fact that the

Table I indicates

This observation is in accord

fo~ation

of pyrite requires re-

ducing conditions, whereas the formation

o~

goethite re-

quires oxidizing conditions.
Leucoxene:
Leucoxene occurred as nearly opaque grains, white in
rerlected light.

Most grains were associated with goethite

in the manner described above.

According to Milner (lg40,

p. 308) the mineral is derived from

i~enite.

Leucoxene

was slightly more abundant in the Saverton rormation than
in the Grassy Creek formation.
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Rutile:
Rutile was one or the two most abundant constituents

o-r the heavy mineral concentrate.

Rutile occurred as

sma11. irregu1ar f'ragments with rounded edges and con-

spicuous atriations in two directions.
evidentally were or detrital origin.

These rragments
The mineral occurred

also as :fine need:Les, an occurrence which is clearly
authigenic.

One geniculate twin was found.

Pettijohn

(1949• pp. 504-505) suggested that rutile might ror.m at
the expense of' leucoxene and i1menite.

Some rutile grains

were noted which graded into 1eucoxene.

~though

rutile

was equally common in both f'ormations, the mineral seemed
to be slightly more prevalent in the silty phase of' the
Saverton.
Zircon:
Two types or zircon were identified:

very sma11

prismatic grains with rounded edges, and large, nearly
spherical. well rrosted grains.

The :Latter type was found

not only in samp1es which contained abundant. large, round,
rrosted quartz grains but also in dark brown shale.
Oriented overgrowths were not :round, which indicates that
the minera1 is of' detrital origin.

Zircon is as abundant

in the Grassy Creek as it is in the Saverton formation.
Tourmaline:
Tour-maline, like rutile, is one of' the most abundant
minerals in the heavy mineral concentrate.

Grain size

varied widely, but nearly all grains showed a perrect1y
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prismatic habit.

Many grains were terminated by pyramid

races on at least one end and some on both ends.

The

shales contained larger euhedral grains of tour.maline
than of any other mineral.

Some grains were pleochroic

from olive-green to pale yellow, others from blue to pale
yellow.

A few grains with color banding were noted.

Pettijohn (1949, p. 504) pointed out that the lightercolored secondary outgrowth is usually deposited at the
hem~or

negative end of the crystal in response to its
phic habit.

The wide variety in grain-size, the absence

of abrasion, and the euhedral habit point to authigenic
origin.

The absence of color banding in most grains in-

dicates that tour.ma1ine did not for.m around a detrital
core but crystallized directly.
Phosphate:
Phosphates were found in fossil
especially those of conodonts.

fragments only,

The fragments were various

shades of brown in transmitted light and black in reflected light.

Birefringence was very low;

ments showed rotary polarization.

The index

most frag-

or

refraction

of 1.63 an- the low birefringence correspond to the minerals dahlite, rrancolite, and rluor-apatite.

Milner

(1940, pp. 418-419) discussed phosphatic deposits and
ascribed the dark color or phosphatic nodules to the
presence of hydrocarbon.
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Spectrographic Work

Semi-quantitative emission-spectrographic analyses

or

samples of' raw sha1e were made by Dr. E. E. Pickett

at the University

or

Missouri.

Est~ates

of relative

amounts of trace el.ements were made by visua1 comparison
of' line bl.ackness, using a set of standards of known com..
position.

It is believed that for the various samples

the reported relative amounts of a given element are fairly
accurate, but that the absolute amounts are considerabl.y
less accurate.
Table II presents the results of the spectrographic
analyses.

Figure 3 presents graphical.ly average percent-

ages of trace elements ror each rormation.

Analyses

or

the Grassy Creek and Saverton f'crmations exhibit considerable sim11arity, but the Saverton ror.mation is poorer
in Cu, Co, Mo,
percentage

or

v.

and Zn.

This may be due to the higher

clay minerals in the Grassy Creek rormation,

ror cl.ay minerals are capable of absorbing roreign ions.
It may be due also to deposition of the Saverton beds in
a more aggressive environment which leached out the more
loosel.y bound trace elements.
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E1ectron Micrographs

Electron micrographs of the size-fractions with particles below 10 microns in diameter were taken by Dr. J.
H. Affleck at the University of ruissouri.
o~

The

magni~ication

these micrographs was 5000 diameters.
A

signi~icant

feature

or

the micrographs was the

presence of rod- or lath-shaped bodies, 1 to 4 microns
in length, varing in width, and frequently exhibiting
!rayed or

~lit

ends.

These rods were present in all

samples and corresponded to descriptions of halloysite
and nontronite by Davis, Rochow, et a1.

(1950~

pp. 6-8

& p. 11).
The micrographs presented no definite evidence of
illite or montmorillonite.

Gr~

(1953, pp. 116-122) and

Davis, Rochow, et al. (1950, pp. 8 & 11) pointed out that
crystals of these minerals are notably lacking in distinctive features.

Characteristic reflections on the X-

ray spectrograms, however, placed the presence of i1lite
beyond doubt.
Evidence for the presence or kaolinite was weak.
A number of hexagonal flakes, corresponding vaguely to
those described by Davis, Rochow, et al. (lg5o, P• 5)
were detected.

None of these rlakes possesses the

characteristic sharp outlines of kaolinite.
spectrogr~s,
o~

The X-ray

on the other hand, p articu1arly those made

oriented clay mineral aggregates, exhibited the narrow
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Saverton Yormation - Section It Interval 8.

2 mi,t-ot\

Grassy Creek Formation - Section

v.

Inte:nal 1.

ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS SHOWING HALLOlSITE OR NONTRONITE

Figure 4
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Saverton Formation - Section VI, Interval 5.

Grassy Creek Formation - Section I, Interval 2

ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS SHOWING KAOLINITE

Figure 5
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basal reflections characteristic

or

shou1d give considerably broader

re~lections.

Figures 4 and 5 show outlines
tronite and kaolinite crystals.

Halloysite

kao~inite.

o~

hal1oysite or non-

It is be1ieved that no

conclusions can be drawn from the micrographs beyond the
ract that either halloysite or nontronite is present in
all samples.

Considerably superior micrographs could be

obtained by using a magnirication

or

20.000 and a size-

fraction with particles below 1 micron in diameter.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Laboratory analysis indicates considerable analogy
between the mineral

as~emblages

the Saverton for.mations.

or the Grassy Creek and

The ro1lowing discussion briefly

considers some notable difrerences.
The Grassy Creek beds were tound to contain
nantly quartz and illite in addition to lesser
o~

predo~

~ounts

kaolinite, either ha1loysite or nontronite, chlorite,

muscovite,

~eldspars,

dolomite, pyrite, goethite, 1euco-

xene, rutile, zircon, phosphate, and tour.maline.

The

Grassy Creek beds contain signiricantly more illite, chlo•
rite,

kao~inite,

and pyrite than the Saverton beds.

The Saverton beds contain predominantly quartz,
do1omite, and illite, in addition to lesser
the other minerals already listed.
contains

signi~icantly

~ounts o~

T.he Saverton

~or.mation

more quartz, dolomite, calcite,
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leucoxene, goethite, and rutile than the Grassy Creek
tor.mation and a significantly lower percentage of the
trace elements Cu, Co, Mo, V, and Zn.
The facts presented lead to the

prel~inary

conclusions

that the Saverton beds were deposited in a more aggressive
environment than the Grassy Creek beds, and also that the
Saverton beds contain at least one component - dolomite which could not have been derived in such abundance by
erosion

or

the Grassy Creek beds.

The chapter which follows presents evidence which
indicates that there was a gradual change from Grassy
Creek to Saverton conditions of deposition, a change
accompanied no doubt by some sub-aquous erosion ot Grassy
Creek beds, but not by removal of a major portion and
subsequent redeposition as Saverton beds.
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ENVIRONMENT

DEPOSITION

0 F

MECHANICS OF DEPOSITION
The basal deposit of the Grassy Creek tor.mation
sists

o~

con~

an arenaceous clay shale, with abundant coarse,

round, frosted quartz grains, phosphatic nodules, conodonts, and

remains.

fi~h

Locally this basal shale contains

small euhedra of pyrite.

Rich {1951, p. 2025) interpret-

ed similar material at the base or the Chattanooga shale
as a lag-concentrate.

A1though round, frosted quartz

grains are abundant locally at the base of the Grassy Creek
formation and rare in the overlying dark brown shale facies,
the basal deposit

or

the Grassy Creek tor.mation does not

I

exhibit these quartz grains everywhere, as is shown in
Section III, Figure 2.

The striking resemblance between

the trosted quartz grains in the Grassy Creek rormation
and those in the st. Peter sandstone suggests a possible
source area.

It is unlikely that the frosted quartz grains

were transported to the site of deposition by water, tor
the Grassy Creek tor.mation consists

predo~nantly

ceptionally well-sorted and very tine material.

or exRich

(lg51, p. 2027) suggested transportation by algae, which
had lived along sandy beaches and had floated seaward,
or by tishes, which had ted on marine organisms living
on sandy coastal bottoms.

A

s~pler

sand from coastal dunes blew seaward.

explanation is that
The concentration
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ot sand grains above the unconror.mity can be explained
as tollows:

A rising sealevel brought an end to plana-

tion and initiated a period
argillaceous material.

or

deposition or tine-grained

While deposition

or

this material

was in progress, the wind, algae, or tishes brought in
occasional course sand grains.

In the initial deposit,

the sand grains were well disseminated.
level, a change

or

A change or sea-

currents, or a temporary atmospheric

disturbance of sealevel which lowered the wave base caused
local reworking of the new deposit.

~ost

of the

~ine

particles were winnowed out, and the larger sand grains,
phosphatic nodules, and fish remains were lett.

Winnow-

ing destroyed the bedding and re-arranged the sand grains
in irregular lenses.
Grains of coarse sand are absent or rare in thick
deposits, such as the dark brown organic shale in Sections
III and V, Figure 2, and exceedingly abundant in thin
deposits such as the green clay shale in Section IV, Figure
2.

Evidently, dark brown organic shale indicates undis-

turbed deposition, and green shale with abundant grains

or

sand indicates deposition alternated by reworking.
The basal deposit
erent material in

or

clay shale is overlain by ditt-

di~ferent

sections.

This material varies

trom arenaceous shale and calcareous siltstone to very
hard, well cemented sandstone.

The arenaceous shale and

the siltstone represent conditions of relatively undisturbed deposition.

The sandstone consists

or

coarse,

round,

~rosted

quartz grains cemented by secondary silica

and represents either a considerable period
position

o~ ~ine

o~

non-de-

material or thorough winnowing out

o~

previously deposited materia1.
The material described is overlain by dark brown
organic shale, the environmental significance
will be discussed in a separate section.

or

which

Although in the

sections examined the contact between the Grassy Creek
and Saverton formations usually is sharp, the upper part
of the dark Grassy Creek shale in some instances grades
into lighter-colored, more arenaceous, and less thinbedded material.

Interval 5 or Section V, Figure 2, shows

that the upper part

o~

the Grassy Creek formation is no

longer dark brown but dark gray.

A similar condition can

be observed in Interval 4 of Section VII
sma11

lense~

in addition to

9t lighter-colored, more arenaceous shale

within the darker shale.
a more advanced stage :

Interval 5

o~

Section III presents

The Grassy Creek f'or.mation

sti~l

contains organic matter, but it is now associated with
siltstone.

In Interval 6 of' the same section organic

matter is present only in sma11 lenses of darker-colored
sha1e within buff siltstone.

Gradational ef'tects were

noted only in thick sections.
a sudden trensition
sha~e

~rom

Thin sections exhibited

dark brown organic Grassy Creek

to blue-green Saverton shale.

toward the end
ceme more

o~

Grassy Creek

venti~ated

t~e

This indicates that
the water

slow~y be~

in some l.ocalities, while in others,
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presumably the topographic highs, the speed

o~

currents

increased sufriciently to remove some of the organic mud
recently deposited.

The ract that all sections present

a sharp contact between the dark brown or gray Grassy Creek
formation and the light gray to green Saverton fonmation
indicates that some sub-aquous erosion or at least an
interruption of deposition must have taken place everywhere.
Vfuere the sedimentary section is thin, Saverton time
was initiated by deposition

o~

m&terial nearly identical

to that found at the base of the Grassy Creek fonnation.
Once again, argillaceous material with disseminated, round,
frosted quartz grains was deposited and winnowed out by
currents to produce greater concentration of quartz grains.
Where the

sed~entary

section is thick.deposition appears

to have been more nearly continuous, several teet ot

~ine

clay shale having been deposited.
In late Saverton
trom

pr~arily

dolomitic.

t~e

the sediment gradually changed

argillaceous to primarily arenaceous and

This phenomenon can be variously interpreted:

Uplift may have occurred in the source area, reducing
chemical end enhancing mechanical erosion;

a drop in

sealevel may have lowered the baselevel of deposition;
or the velocity of currents may have increased, causing
a size-grede or material that was previously deposited
nearer the source -area to be carried out farther.

To-

. ward the end of' Saverton time, sea water conditions became

favorable ror chemical precipitation

or

calcite, which

commenced to be deposited with the clastic material.

The

sudden transition rrom the calcareous siltstone of the
Saverton to the lithographic

l~estone

rormation indice.tes that most

o~

of the Louisiana

the sediment which would

have recorded the transition rrom clastic to chemical
deposition w&s removed by sub-aquous erosion.

When the

erosion interval came to an end, sedimentation was resumed in the now clear sea with chemical deposition of Louisiana limestone.

DEPOSITION OF ORG.ANIC SHALE

General Considere.tions

Dark organic shales composed in part of visible
plant materials which originally were cellulose or lignin
are called humic shales.

Shales composed in part

or

fatty,

waxy, gummy, and resinous constituents are termed bituminous shales.

Twenhorel (193g, p. 1186) pointed out that

bacteria destroy organic matter in a
nite sequence.

bottom~ud

in a deri-

This sequence starts with proteins, con-

tinues with starches and sugars, cellulose, lignin, and
ends with fats, waxes, gums, and resins.
destruction suggests that ronnation

or

The order of

humic shale would

require -.ery poor c'lrculation at the time of accumulation
of the mud and that for.mation

or

bit~noue

shale would
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require waters not completely stagnant.

Limited circu-

lation would lead to breaking down of only the first members or the sequence, which would allow organic matter to
take on a morb bituminous character.

The Grassy Creek

shale does not contain visible plant remains, end an oil
can be produced from the shale upon destillation.

The

Grassy Creek shale therefore is classified as a bituminous
shale.
The fauna of the bituminous shale is undoubtedly
marine.

The brachiopod fauna is very poor and is rep-

resented only by phosphatic shells of inarticulates such
as Lingula, a hardy type, capable of survival under adverse
conditions.

No environmental significance can be attached

as yet to the conodouts.

The abundant fish

rem~ins

suggest

that the mud accumulated in water of sufficient depth to
all.ow

~he

existence o1' a well-aerated layer of" watei which

could support fish life above the relatively stagnant
bottom water.

The fish remains could not have been washed

in by currents, tor these same currents would have made
the t·ormation of bituminous shale impossible.
Oxidation exceeds photo-synthesis in stagnant waters,
and in time they are depleted of oxygen.

anaerobic bac-

teria partially decompose organic

liberating

phosphates and sulphates.

mat~er,

The sulphates are reduced to

sulphides and hydrogen sulphide.

The hydrogen sulphide,

in turn, acts upon ~iron salts and precipitates black,
~orphous

iron sulphide, which recrysta1lizes later to
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~ccording

pyrite or marcasite.

to Strom (1939, p. 361)

some recent stagnant bottom waters contained 40 cc H2s
per liter and 700 mg P 2o5 per cubic meter. Some euxinio
muds contained up to

23.4~

organic carbon and

0.2~

P 2o5 •

Krumbein and Schloss (1951, p. 374) pointed out that
partial preservation of organic material

c~

be accomplish-

ed, not only by poor circulation of oxygen-depleted waters,
but also by rapid burial which removes organic material
from the zone of decomposition at the surface

or

the mud.

In this connection, it is of interest to remember that
there is little change in fossil assemblage from the base
of the Grassy Creek to the top ot the Saverton for.mation,
that wind-blown sand is especially sparsely disseminated
through the dark organic sha1e as compared to the lightercolored shale, and that pyrite is not muoh more abundant
in the dark organic shale than in the lighter-colored shale.
Rich (1;51, p. 2022) believed that in the

Tennessee-~abama

area, deposition of 20 feet of Chattanooga shale, a correlative of the Grassy Creek (s.l.) for.mation. took place
from the beginning of the Late Devonian to well into the
Early

In spite of Rich's conc1us1on for

~seissippian.

the Chattanooga shale, the present writer believes that
the dark shale of the Grassy Creek formation gives eYi•
dence in faYor of rapid deposition.
Thin bedding and
bituminous shales.

~issi11ty

are characteristic ot man7

Pettijohn (1Q4g, p. 288) ascribed

this to the col1oidal nature of the original mud, which•
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under removal

or

water, was compressed to perhaps one-

fifth of its original thickness. Trask (1931, p. 275)
pointed out that the initial water content of a

aed~ent

increases with decreasing particle size and increasing
percentage of clay.

The very rine-grained and argillaceous

Grassy Creek mud may therefore have contained 8~ water.
Pettijohn

(19~g,

p. 278) admitted the

~portance

ot re-

crystallization and parallel orientation ot micaceous
constituents at the

t~e

ot deposition.

The present

writer noted a direct relation between fissility and content

or

1111te.

Illite and chlorite are ror.med authigeni-

cally out ot other clay minerals.

Fissility appears to be

due, at least in part, to the orientation ot authigenic
illite and chlorite with their most prominent planes
cleaYage parallel to the bedding.

o~

This orientation is

caused, presumably, by initial deposition ot particles
parallel to the mud surface and •ubaequent growth perpendic~ar

to the direction ot greatest atrees during compaction.

Rich (1951, pp. 2024-2028) belieTed that tine laminations
indicated quiet water without waYe- or current-action,
absence

o~

scaTengers, and absence of aquatic Tegetation

attached to the bottom, all
the bedding.

o~

which would haTe destroyed
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Favorable Conditions

Strom (1g39, pp. 361-364) described some conditions
which favor formation of modern b1ack organic muds.
Stagnation is favored by a war.m

c1~ate,

ror at high

temperature water exhibits greater density difference
per degree increase in temperature rrom bottom to top than
at low temperature.

Greater density difference promotes

more stable stratification and 1ess convective overturn.
Higher water temperatures promote quicker oxidation

or

organic matter and more rapid depletion of oxygen.

Low

tidal heights ravor stagnation, tor high tides promote
thorough circulation and ventilation.

Suggested Environments

Moore (1933, p. 274) supposed that the Chattanooga
shale was deposited by a sea which transgressed over a
land area covered by black, humus-rich soils.

It is by

no means proved as yet that the Grassy Creek (s.l.) rormation is time-transgressive.

Mere reworking of a soil,

tuthermore, wou1d not result in a wide-spread orr-shore
deposit or relatively thick and very

we11-1~nated

shale.

Tweilho:tel (1932, p. 815) remarked that organic shal.es
may rorm in marine swamps.

During times or l.ow-lying

lands, shallow epicontinental seas, and limited tidal
ranges such swrunps might have been tens or hundreds or
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miles in width.

SWamp deposits, however, are poor in

marine fossils and commonly contain remains of higher
plants.
Rich (1951, p. 2023) ruled out a lagoonal environment for the Chattanooga shale because of the lack or
evidence of old sandbars which could have protected the
lagoons from the sea.
Twenhotel (1939, PP• 1193-1194) suggested that bituminous shale might for.m in a shallow, nearly tideless,
epicontinental sea.

Circulation would be damped by aqua-

tic plants such as kelp-like algae, and waves would break
far off-shore.

Sto~s

would occasionally carry in plank-

ton, nekton, and small benthos.

With rising sealevel,

the black mud belt would migrate with the shore, invading
the land area and retreating on the seaward side.

The

Grassy Creek formation (s.l.) shows no evidence of interfingering between an euxinic and a ventilated environment
such as would result from this suggestion.

The sections

examined gave evidence, rather, or a gradual and simultaneous change in conditions of deposition throughout a
wide area.

No aquatic plants were preserved in the shale,

and there is no evidence or transgression.
Rich (1953, p. 1535) claimed that the Chattanooga
shale was deposited in the rondo-environment -i.e., in
quiet, unaerated water below wave base.

Suggestions ot

rondo origin of the organic shale of the Grassy Creek
tor.mation are round in the fine-grained material, the
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aasence of cross or current-stratification, fine laminations, and abundance of light-weight organic matter.

Strom

(1939, p. 368) pointed out that the present tropical At-

lantic Ocean contains only 1 cc. of
depth of 500 meters.

oxy~en

per liter at a

The present ventilation is due to the

connection of the Atlantic with the Arctic and Antarctic
Oceans which supply cold subsurface oxygen-bearing waters.
As Fettijohn (1949, p. 459) noted, the existence of polar
ice-caps results at depth in an active equator-ward circulation of cold oxygen-bearing waters that haTe been
ventilated near the surface.

Were the ice-caps not present,

circulation would stop, and the bottom waters of large
areas of the present oceans would begin to stagnate.

The

Late Devonian clLmate was considerably warmer than that
of the present day, and polar ice-caps were not present.
Add to this the possibility that sub-marine barriers existed between polar and equatorial seas, a d the probability
exists that euxinic muds would accumulate in large areas
of the seas.

Indeed, organic shales were depo&ited during

Late Devonian and Early Mississippian

t~e

in North America

as well as Europe.
Trask (1932, p. 112) indicated phytoplankton as the
source

o~

the organic matter in modern marine sedimenta.

The development of phytoplankton is goTerned by the available supply or nitrate and phosphate in the upper
insolated layers of water.

These nutrient materials can

be derived from the land, from agitation or water and
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bottom deposits in shallow environments, rrom decomposition
or dead organisms in the surface layers of water, and from
the upwelling or deeper water rich in nitrate and phosphate.
Trask (1932, p. 240) found that modern near-shore
contain more organic matter than pelagic

sed~ents

sed~ents.

The

present writer believes that with ravorable prevailing
winds and weak oceanic currents river waters with a rich
supply of nutrients from the land could spread over a large
part of the surface or the sea.

This would insure

unifo~

conditions for development of plankton over large areas,
rather than just in the near-shore area.

Concluding Remarks

Review

or

the opinions of several writers and care-

rul examination of the data provided by this study indicate

that the bituminous &hale facies of the Grassy Creek

~or•

mation was for.med below wave-base and by rapid deposition
in an epicontinental sea with low tidal heiehts.
Devonian and Early Mississippian
war.m, which

~plies

cl~ate

Late

wa s equable and

little atmo&pheric disturbance, fairly

shallow wave-base, and stable density stratification.
Oceanic circulation was weak or absent.
layers supported an abundant population
and fish;

the bottom could

of brachiopods.

sup~ort

The surrace

or

phytoplankton

only the hardier types
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DEPOSITION OF CLAY MINERALS

Review ot General Occurrence and Formation

~len

(1937, p. lg) and Gr~ (1951~ pp. 227-228)

pointed out that illite is the dominant clay mineral in
marine limestones and dolomites.

Montmorillonite is the

next most abundant clay mineral, particul.arly in the
younger for-mations.

Illite is the dominant clay mineral

in all shales older than Mesozoic.

Montmorillonite is

usually absent in Paleozoic shales, although it does occur
in abundance in Mesozoic sediments.
suggested that illite

fo~s fro~

Grim (1951, p. 229)

montmorillonite and

possibly from kaolinite by a very slow diagenetic change.
Illite is

or

marine origin, and according to Keller (1953b,

p. 102) its formation is favored by water Which is rarely
renewed or freshened, by an alkaline pH, by abundant metal
cations, and by the presence or potassium.
Gr~

(1951, pp. 226a228) pointed out that chlorite

is present in nearly all Paleozoic shales, and that it is
more abundant in ancient than in recent sediments, particularly in those of marine origin.

Chlorite is believed

to for.m authigenically from montmorillonite and possibly
from kaolinite.

Its formation is favored by a pH greater

than 7 and by the presence of magnesium.
According to Grim (1951, pp. 227-228), kaolinite
...

usually is absent in marine limestones and dolomites.
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~len

(1937, p. 25) suggested that kaolinite and halloy•

site might torm near the top of the weathered mantle ot
soil which has

fo~ed

on a limestone or dolomite terrane -

that is, in the thoroughly altered and leached zone.

This

suggestion corresponds to the opinion of Keller and Ting
(lg5o, p. 130) and

Gr~

(1951, p. 228) that the for.mation

of kaolinite is favored by low pH, oxidizing environment,
and active leaching which removes alkalies and alkaline
earths as rapidly as they are liberated from the primary
minerals.

The presence of calcium impedes the formation

ot kaolinite.

Gr~

(1951, p. 226) pointed out that kao-

linite usually is absent in Paleozoic shales and is never
abundant in these rocks.

The mineral generally is absent

in marine sediments, particularly the calcareous ones.

GrLm (1951, p. 230) believed that a kaolinitic marine
sediment suggests a kaolinitic source area.
the

sed~ent

Futhe~ore,

would have to accumulate rapidly, or kaolinite

could not persist in an environment tundamentally unfavorable to it.
Gr~

(1951, p. 230) quoted hendricks, Ross, end Had-

ding as stating that glauconite is formed in the sea in
a reducing environment maintained by bacterial action,

an environment which probably remained unchanged for long
periods of time.

This implies that glauconite may form

during times of decreased or negative sedimentation.

Occurrence in SectiomExamined and Interpretation

The Grassy Creek and Saverton formations can be subdivided in four distinct environments of deposition.
The basal Grassy Creek sediment consists

or

arenaceous

clay ehale with abundant coarse, round, frosted quartz
grains,

pho~phatie

nodules, conodonts, and fish remains.

This material is overlain by arenaceous Shale, calcareous
siltstone, or hard, well-cemented sandstone.
types

or

sed~ent

These two

are poor in illite and chlorite and

relatively rich in kaolinite.

The low content of illite

and chlorite attests to the fact that this depositional

environment was well-ventilated.

This corresponds to the

concept presented above that the material is a reworked
sed~ent,

or, in Rich's words, a "lag-concentrate"•

The

relative abundance of kaolinite is in agreement with the
opinion that the for.mation and preservation

or

kaolinite

requires an aggressive oxidizing environment but

n~at

all with the idea that kaolinite is unstable in a marine
environment.

The possibility that the basal deposit em-

erged abaTe sea-level and was leached should be entertained.
It is difficult to visualize, however, how this deposit
could have been leached on the land, whereas the immediately overlying deposit of only slightly younger age was
deposited below wave base.

or

the presence

or

It is believed that, in view

kaolinite throughout the section, even

in sediments of undoubted marine and relatively deep water
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origin, the concept of the instability of kaolinite in
a marine environment may need qualification.

The source

area from which the basal Gra&sy Creek sediment was derived undoubtedly was rich in kaolinite;

even reworking

could not alter all kaolinite that was deposited.
The dark brown bituminous shale phase of the Grassy
Creek formation is especially rich in illite and chlorite
and contains an intermediate amount of kaolinite.

The

abundance of illite and chlorite indicates an environment
of relatively stagnant

~ater,

metal cations and DOtassium.

alkaline pH, and abundant
This environment corresponds

well with the site of deposition below wave base postulated previously.

The intermediate

~aunt

of kaolinite

points to rapid accumulation and burial of the sediment.
The basal Saverton sediment consists of fine clay
shale containing disseminated, round, frosted quartz
grains.

This lithologic phase contains inter.mediate a-

mounts of illite and chlorite and little kaolinite.

The

intermediate amounts of illite and chlorite are explained
by the rising of the surface of deposition from the deeper
euxinic environment into the shallower, better ventilated
one.

The smaller

a~ount

of kaolinite may attest to a

decrease of kaolinite in the source area and also to slower
accumulation and occasional winnowing of the sediment.
The upper Saverton sediment contains dolomitic and
calcareous siltstone with little illite and chlorite and
very little kaolinite.

No montmorillonite was detected.
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The low content of clay minerals is a result of the predominance of coarser clastic particles over finer ones.
The well-aerated environment did not favor the formation
of illite and chlorite.

The coarser particles of quartz

and dolomite indicate prevalent erosion of bedrock in the
source area.

This decreased the supply of kaolinite to

an environment unfavorable to its preservation.

DEPOSITION OF NO:t-J-cL.AY MINERALS

The mineral assemblages of the Grassy Creek and saverton formations exhibit a few distinctive characteristics
which can be interpreted in ter.ms of a possible source
area:
The

~reater

abundance of dolomite, interpreted as

of clastic origin, toward the upper part of the Saverton
formation sug5ests erosion of dolomitic bedrock in the
source area.
The greater abundance of calcite toward the top of
the Saverton formation suggests a gradual change of conditions of sedimentation, a change which cu1minated ultimately in deposition of lithographic Louisiana limestone.
The presence of weathered-looking, roughly euhedral
orthoclase grains suggests derivation from a limestone or
dolomite terrane.
The larger percentage of leucoxene and rutile in the
Saverton formation than in the Grassy Creek formation
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reflects merely the greater transporting power
waters of Saverton

or

the

t~e.

PALEOGEOGRAPHY AND PROVENANCE

An attempt to determine the source area of the

sed~

iments of the Grassy Creek and Saverton formations takes
into account the following factors:
1.

The sediments were deposited rapidly.

This is

indicated by the persistence of kaolinite and the

com~

paratively slight change from the fossil aaaemb1age at
the base of the Grassy Creek for.mation to that in the
Louisiana limestone.
2.

Possible land areas in the Late Devonian - Early

Mississippian sea were the Central Kansas Uplift, the
Kankakee Arch, and the Laurentian Shield.

The Ozark Dome

may have been a land area or may have been merely a shallow
bank above wave base.
3e

The Grasay Creek and Saverton formations become

thicker toward the Illinois
4e

basin~

Krey (1924, p. 62) indicated that the Grassy

Creek {s.1.) foDmation becomes more sandy toward the
west.
Thickening to the northeast would imply that the
source area was located in the northeast.

On the other

hand, the fact that the shales become more sandy toward
the west would

~ply

a westerly source area.

The silt
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and clastic carbonate in the upper part
shale indicate,

~urthennore,

not have been very

o~

the Saverton

that the source area could

~ar o~f.

The data available at this time are too fragmentary
to allow formulation of well-founded conclusions concerning
the provenance of the Grassy Creek and Saverton formations.
It is believed that study of these formations would have
to be extended over a considerable larger area than the
one involved in this

re~ort

before a probable source area

could be Lmplied.

SUMMARY OF DEPOSITION

The ubiquitous presence of kaolinite throughout the
sections examined suggests a possible dolomite - or limestone - terrane in the source area.

This suggestion is

substantiated further by the increasing abundance of clastic dolomite toward the upper part of the Saverton formation
and the frequent presence of weathered euhedral grains of
orthoclase.

The present report does not cover an area of

sufficient size to determine the provenance of the Grassy
Creek and Saverton formations.

Su~ficient

data are at

hand, however, to reconstruct the local depositional history of these formations.
Sedimentation of the Grassy Creek foraation was
initiated by deposition of arenaceous clay shale.

This

sediment contained frosted quartz grains, blown in

~rom
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coastal dunes.

A slight lowering or the wave base par-

tially winnowed out the fine argillaceous material and
resulted in a thin and non-bedded deposit of abundant
frosted quartz grains with argillaceous material.

Accord-

ing to present knowledge, kaolinite cannot persist in a
marine environment unless it is buried rapidly;
the abund&nt supply or kaolinite in this basal

therefore,
sed~ent

suggests not only abund&nt supply of kaolinite from soils
in the source area, but also a very brief period or winnowing.

Sedimentation was reswood with deposition of arena-

ceous shale and siltstone.

A

thin local deposit or sand-

stone of eolian quartz grains suggests the
mity of the weve base.

~ediate

proxi-

A considerable subsequent rise in

wave base allowed undisturbed deposition of bituminous
shale in a poorly ventilated environment at the bottom
or the sea, an environment overlain, however, by wellventilated water that was capeble of supporting a prolific
growth of plankton.

Low-lying land with a thick soil zone

furnished abundant clay minerals end also plentirul. organic
material to support plankton development.

The euxinic

sedimentary environment favored the formation of abundant
illite and chlorite.

Rapid accumulation and burial of the

sediment favored incomplete decomposition of organic matter
derived rrom dead plankton as well as preservation of
kaolinite.

The formation of bituminous shale may have

been promoted by a war.m and equable climate, the absence
of polar ice-caps,

l~ited

oceanic circulation, and low
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tidal heights.

The Tertical gradation

o~

dark bituminous

shale into more arenaceous lighter-colored shale attests
to the water slowly becoming more ventilated in some
localities.

On the topographic highs, currents removed

some of the material already deposited.

Deposition ceased

eventually, and some sub-aquous erosion may have taken
place throughout the area.

Saverton time was initiated

by a rise of wave base and depositioa of

~ine

clay shale.

As indicated by the thinner sections with greater concentration

o~

eolian quartz grains, some intermittent winnow-

ing took place on the topographic highs.

Inter.mediate

amounts of illite and chlorite, a smaller amount of kaolinite than in the underlying bituminous shale of Grassy
Creek time, and absence of bituminous matter a11 bear
witness to the fact that the new environment was wellventilated.

The supply of kaolinite from the source area

may have decreased due to erosion of progressively more
bedrock rather than soil.

Conditions of sedimentation

favored next the deposition of argillaceous siltstone with
considerable clastic dolomite as a result of more agitation
of the water and, possibly, slight uplift in the source
area.

The greater velocity or the currents did not

~avor

deposition of as abundant argillaceous material as before.
Toward the end of Saverton time, conditions became favorable for chemical precipitation of calcite, which was deposited with the c1astic materia1.

A 1oweriDg of base

level once again removed some material.

When

sed~entation
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bec~e

possible once more, the supply or clastics had

dwindled to such an extent that only lithographic Louisiana
limestone could be deposited.
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CONCLUSIONS

The mineralogical compositien of the Grassy Creek
and SaTerton formations was determined by means of the
x-ray-diffraction spectrometer and the petrographic microscope.

Clay minerals identified were illite, kaolinite,

halloysite or nontronite, chlorite, and muscovite.

Non-

clay minerals identified were quartz, orthoclase, microcline, plagioclase, calcite, dolomite, pyrite, goethite,
leucoxene, rutile, zircon, phosphate, and tourmaline.

No

conclusions could be drawn from electron micrographs

be-

yond the fact that either halloysite or nontronite were
present in all

s~ples

in unknown amount.

Spectrographic

analysis indicated considerable similarity in trace mineral
content between the Grassy Creak and Saverton for.mationa.
A rough estimate was made of· the relative abundance

of each mineral in each sample.
the same minerals.

Both ror.mations contained

Quartz was the predominant mineral in

either formation, though more abundant in the Saverton
than in the Gras&y Creek.

Illite, chlorite, kaolinite,

and pyrite were more abundant in the Grassy Creek, whereas
dolomite, calcite, leucoxene, goethite, and rutile were
more abundant in the Saverton formation.

The Saverton

formation contained a lower percentage of the trace elements Cu, Co, Mo, V, and Zn.
Four distinct environments of deposition were noted:
The environment of early Grassy Creek time was well-venti-
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lated and presents local evidence of winnowing.

Late

Saverton time witnessed stronger currents and deposition
o~

a larger size-grade of material and a lesser

~ount

of tine argillaceous material.
Complete gradation of the Grassy Creek into the Saverton formation was not encountered.

Since abundant

evidence :for :partial gradation was found, the diastem.
~ormations

must represent only a relatively

brief portion of time.

It is not likely that a diastem

between the

of such small magnitude extends very far laterally.

The

stratigraphic literature indeed makes no mention of the
occurrence outside the particular area or this study of
a sharp contact between the Grassy Creek and Saverton
formations.
Neither fish remains nor conodonts :furnish evidence
on which the Grassy Creek and Saverton ronnations could
be differentiated.
The similar mineral assemblages, the closely related
environments of deposition, the relatively small diastem
between the for.mations, and the identical fossil assemblages
are s urficient arguments against individual formational
status for either the Grassy Creek or the Saverton beds.
It is proposed, theref'ore, that the beds discussed in this
report henceforth be designated as the Grassy Creek formation and that the dark brown shale racies be designated
as the bituminous member

o~

the Grassy Creek formation.
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SUGGESTIONS

F 0 R

FURTHER

WORK

Investigation of the mineralogy of the Grassy Creek
for.mation offered a number of suggestions for further
research.

The suggestions listed below refer in part to

future inTestigation of the Grassy Creek formation and
in part to future iavestigation of shales in general.
!further light would be thrown on the problem of

1.

the source area by field atudy and detailed description of
all surface exposures of the Grassy Creek formation
out

~ssouri

thro~

and adjacent Western Illinois.

Laboratory technique having been established, a

2.

few exposure& of the Grassy Creek formation should be
ssmpled at &mall intervals, and all samples should be
analyzed.
3.

A

thorou~

paleantologic study should be made of

a number of surface exposures to deter.mine whether the
Grassy Creek formation is or is not time-transgressive.
4.

Mineral-grains identified as leucoxene should be

segregated and studied by

~ray-diffraction

to

confi~

this identification.
5.

x-ray-diffraction spectrograms of standards should

be used to estimate quantitatively the relative proportions
of various clay minerals and quartz in spectrograms of raw
shale samples.
6.

Non-clay mineral.s should be determined quantita-

tively by weighing and grain count.

A statistical study
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ot the effect on quantitative determinations of removal
of all material below 10 micron& in diBmeter would be of
some interest.
7.

Electron micrographs should be made of material

below 1 micron in diameter.

A magnification of 20,000

and the shadow-method of mounting the samples should be
used.

These micrographs would indicate whether the lath-

shaped particles in samples from the Grassy Creek formation
are halloysite or nontronite.

e.

More detailed identification of clay minerals

should be attempted by means of differential ther.ma1
analysis of clay-mineral concentrates.
9.

Quantitative chemical analysis of a few srumples

of clay-mineral concentrate for Si, Al,

Fe·,

Fe~,

Mg, Ca,

X, Na, Ti, and H2o would greatly enhance the value of a
mineralogical investigation of a shale.
10.

Electron micrographs of peels of shale fragments

would show the size, crystallinity, and arrangement of
minerals in the shale.

These peels should be obtained at

various angles to the bedding.
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